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Height & tray
adjustments unlock
easily, yet lock into
place & stay locked
because of the
Wedge-lok System.
The metal plate
features wedge-cut
edges that conform to the wedge-cut sections
of the hardwood. When the knob is tightened,
the inward tension pulls the metal plate
snugly against the wood for a solid lock.

Top Painting Tray

Slide Guides
make angle and
height adjustments
on Best easels
smooth. These
circular graphite
impregnated plastic
inserts are used wherever there is a slot in the
wood of the easel. This part allows for smooth
movement and protects the hardwood from
the metal bolt.

Center Cross Brace

Mast
Top Cross Brace
Adjustable Arm

. Will hold canvases up to 82" high
. Adjusts quickly to a variety of
angles
. Wide painting tray features 		
rubber grips to keep the canvas
secure and 30" x 41 / 4 " utility shelf

(For Forward Tilt)

. Unique forward tilt for pastels

Adjustable Back Legs
Large Painting Tray

(Use a counter weight on back legs
when used in forward position.)

. Weight: 72 lbs.
. Extended height: 102"
. Compact height: 63"

Wedge-Lok System
Large Shelf
(For Storage or Counterbalance
while using forward tilt)

. Base width/depth: 35" x 27"
. Assembly required
. Ships by truck

Rubber Grips
This is an easel with an immense range for sizes. It is great for oils and acrylics and a forward tilt for pastels can be achieved with the use of a counter balance.

Easel Assembly - San Pedro Easel
1.) Open box. Remove painting trays and set aside. Loosen black knobs on both masts, push mast down as far as
they will go, tighten black knobs. Slide easel out from underneath cardboard supports and carefully lift easel to 		
upright position.
2.) Lift out of box. Loosen black knobs on back legs. Slowly open easel until shelf is flat. Tighten black knobs.
3.) To attach painting trays, start with large painting tray first. Loosen wedge-lok system. Start at top of masts and
thread down. (If wedge-lok is too loose you may have to push metal plate in from behind easel and work past top cross bar.)
4.) Finish assembling easel by attaching small painting trays on each mast.
5.) To adjust the angle of the easel, you can use the slide-guide system on the back legs.
You can also adjust forward tilt by using slide-guide system on adjustable arms.
Note: It is recommended to use a counter weight when in the forward tilt position.
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